Abstract. In order to achieve adaptive control and single parameter identification of one order system, an ordinary adaptive control method is used in this paper. By improving the adaptive control method, an adaptive control law is designed, and the result of parameter identification is analysed. In the end, a conclusion can be made that improved adaptive control method can't ensure parameter be identified, and the error of system can't converge to zero by numerical simulation.
Introduction
Parameter identification is a main problem that is discussed in many control systems because it is a kind of simple uncertain problem that can be solved by adaptive control method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . As the demand for control performance increases, the problem of time-variance parameters of controlled system is more and more important. A lot of parameter identification method is proposed by specialists and representatives from China and abroad. The classical parameter identification method is least square method [1] , Kalman filtering method, adaptive. The method modern parameter identification method is neural network method [2] , genetic algorithm method [3] and particle swarm optimization. But calculating amount of these method is large, instantaneity and astringency can't meet the demands of the control system. So an ordinary adaptive control method is improved in this paper.
Problem Description
One order system can be written as：
(1) where a is unknown constant parameter, the goal is designing a controller such that the system state x can trace the expected value 
Design Improved Adaptive Identification Controller
An ordinary adaptive control method is used as follows, define a error variable as 1 
Design state feedback control law as:
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Then there is:
choose Lyapunov function:
Then:
Obviously,there is
Obviously, there is 0
The system is stable, but the signal must be bounded, a  and 1 z is not zero. The control system that is based on improved integral adaptive control can't ensure parameter be identified, and the error of system can't converge to zero.
Numerical Simulation
Choose unknown parameter Fig.7 state x1 From the result, the unknown estimated parameter value is around the zero. The larger gain is, the smaller steady state error is, and the closer estimated parameter value is to zero.
Conclusion
According to the problem that system parameter need to be identified, an improved adaptive control is proposed in this paper. By analysing theory and the simulation results, we can make a conclusion that the improved method is not effective to parameter identification. The larger gain is, the smaller steady state error is, and the closer estimated parameter value is to zero, the parameter identification can;t be achieve.
